Abstract-Teams comprising diverse individuals have been shown to increase the collective creativity in jointly solving problems. However, in contexts where the purpose of collaboration is knowledge diffusion in complex environments, it is not clear whether team diversity will help or hinder effective learning. For example, in organized quality improvement collaboratives (QICs), healthcare institutions exchange information on clinical practices and outcomes with the aim of improving health outcomes at their own institutions. However, what works in one hospital may not work in others with different local contexts, due to non-linear interactions among various treatments and practices. While there is limited evidence that some QICs have resulted in improved care, it is not yet clear what factors contribute to the effectiveness of these team collaborations. In this study, we use an agent-based model to study how different strategies of team formation, including team diversity and size, affect quality improvement in simulated collaborative environments. We show that, in this context, teams comprising similar individuals outperform those with more diverse teams, and that this advantage increases with the complexity of the landscape and level of noise in assessing fitness. Furthermore, we show that larger teams of relatively homogeneous agents perform better than smaller teams, and that effective learning through team collaborations is dependent on the level of knowledge of team members' performance levels. Thus, our results suggest that groups of similar hospitals should collaborate as a single team and openly share detailed information regarding their clinical practices and outcomes. To facilitate this, we propose a virtual collaboration framework that would allow hospitals to efficiently identify potentially better practices in use at other institutions similar to theirs, without any institutions having to sacrifice the privacy of their own data. Our results may also have implications for other types of data-driven diffusive learning, such as in personalized medicine.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge sharing has the potential to benefit all parties involved. Much recent research has focused on studying knowledge sharing among teams of individuals collaborating to jointly solve problems [1] - [8] . In this context, diverse teams have been shown to offer some advantage. For example, in [9] the authors show that groups of diverse problem solvers can outperform more homogeneous groups of higher-ability problem solvers, because diverse individuals bring different perspectives and heuristics that aid in the creativity of the collective intelligence. Similarly, in [10] the authors show that teams with higher numbers of newcomers perform better because newcomers add to the diversity of the team. However, when the purpose of collaboration is knowledge diffusion in complex environments rather than knowledge creation, it is not clear whether diverse teams help or hinder performance.
For example, many clinicians are now participating in organized quality improvement collaboratives (QICs), in which teams from different healthcare organizations exchange information on current practices and outcomes. Nonprofit institutions such as the Vermont Oxford Network [11] , [12] act as facilitators for these QICs. Team members identify potentially better practices in use at teammates' institutions and then try them out in the local context of their home institutions [13] , [14] . In this type of collaborative environment, the goal is for all hospitals to improve their own performance by learning from the experiences of others in their teams. However, what works in one hospital might not work in others with different local contexts, due to non-linear interactions among various treatments and practices. Indeed, it is becoming increasingly recognized that such complex interactions are not uncommon in healthcare [15] - [19] . While there is positive but limited evidence that QICs can result in improved quality of care [20] , it is not clear which factors contribute to the effectiveness of teamwork in QICs [21] - [23] .
The primary goal of this contribution is to study how different strategies of team formation affect quality improvement in healthcare through information sharing and learning. Wright [24] introduced the concept of visualizing biological evolution as search of a "fitness landscape", where an individual's position in the landscape is determined by its N heritable characteristics ("features") and the height of the landscape at any given location corresponds to the reproductive success ("fitness" ) of the individual. The distance between individuals on the landscape corresponds to the dissimilarity in their features. In [25] , the authors adopted this landscape search analogy for modeling quality improvement in healthcare. In this context, features represent clinical practices and treatments and fitness represents the probability of positive patient outcomes at healthcare organizations searching the landscape. They used an agent-based model (ABM) to show that multiinstitutional QICs often perform better than traditional randomized controlled trials, due to a combination of greater statistical power and more context-dependent evaluation of treatments, especially in complex environments with multiple interactions between features [15] . However, in [25] , team members were randomly selected for each set of trials and team sizes were held constant.
Here, we use a similar ABM to study the impact of team characteristics on performance improvement in team members. In support of this goal we developed two methods: (a) A clustered initialization method that generates synthetic agents, such that the distribution of inter-agent attribute similarities resembles an observed distribution in 51 real hospitals working together in QICs; (b) A method for team formation that groups similar agents into the same teams. We then assess the sensitivity of performance improvement to team size, random vs. homophilous team formation, uniform random vs. clustered initialization of agent attributes, complexity of the landscape, and noise in the fitness evaluation. Based on the results of our simulations, we propose a new virtual collaboration framework for quality improvement in hospitals.
II. METHODS

A. Modeling the Problem
We use the same clinical fitness landscape model as used in [25] , where hospitals are modeled as agents searching for better health outcomes for their patients. The probability of patient survival P r(s x ) (or some other desired outcome) at a given healthcare institution is simulated with a high dimensional logistic function as follows:
where x is a vector of N binary features (x i ∈ {−1, 1}), each representing the presence or absence of the use of a specific practice, intervention, or other modifiable characteristic of the institution. Note that normalized Hamming distances between these vectors can be used to measure similarity between simulated institutions. Coefficients β i and γ ij are randomly drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of L −0.5 , where L is the total nuber of non-zero terms in the model. As in [25] we restrict our landscapes to those with an average fitness of 0.5 (β 0 = 0), include non-zero coefficients (β i ) for all main effects, and only model up to two-feature interactions (γ ij ); i.e., potential higher order interactions (H) are always set to zero. Heterogeneity in patient-level responses is modeled using Bernoulli trials with survival probability given by Eq. (1). Thus, trials with fewer numbers of patients have higher levels of noise in the fitness function, due to stochastic effects. In the remainder of this manuscript, we use the terms "agent" and "individual" to mean an abstraction of a healthcare institution.
B. Population Initialization
In [25] the authors used scattered and clustered initial populations of agents on the landscape. In the first case, uniformly scattered populations of M agents were created with N randomly generated binary features. The resulting median of pairwise normalized Hamming distances (nHD) in each scattered population was approximately 0.5. For the clustered populations the authors generated agents with median nHD of 0.1 by starting with a population of identical copies of a random individual and perturbing random features until the desired median nHD was achieved. They argue that a population of real hospitals is more likely to be clustered than scattered, due to a long history of shared learning. To begin to investigate this assumption, we assessed the actual distribution of pairwise nHDs of 51 hospitals, on a landscape of 93 binarized practices, that participated in 7 QICs through the Vermont Oxford Network (www.vtoxford.org) in September 2003. These hospitals had a median pairwise nHD of 0.34, ranging from 0 to 0.73 (Fig. 1a) . Although these observations are limited, they do support the notion that hospitals are clustered rather than scattered in the feature space, although not to the degree modeled in [25] , where the clustered populations exhibited a more compact distribution of pairwise nHDs. Thus, for this study, we developed a new algorithm for population initialization that we refer to as M akeSnakingCluster, which can generate distributions more similar to that of the observed hospitals.
The M akeSnakingCluster algorithm for binary-featured landscapes works as follows. There are two tunable parameters that control the resulting distribution; d is a specified HD, and K is an integer between 1 and M −1. First we create a random individual with N binary features as the core individual. Then we create K individuals that are d HD away from the core individual by flipping d randomly selected bits of each of K copies of the core individual. We next pick one of these K generated individuals as the core individual for the next step and repeat the process. The algorithm terminates when M individuals have been generated (if M is not evenly divisible by K, then the last iteration is terminated early).
Although we define the algorithm above for binary-featured landscapes, it is easily generalized to landscapes with realvalued features by replacing the HDs with Euclidean distances. In Fig. 2 we illustrate an example population generated by the M akeSnakingCluster algorithm in a 2-dimensional real-valued feature space, since it is easier to visualize than an N -dimensional binary space. Notice that the M akeSnakingCluster algorithm generates an elongated cluster of individuals that tend to snake through the landscape, hence the name.
We compare the distribution of the pairwise HDs of the observed hospital data ( Fig. 1a) with one representative distribution generated by the M akeSnakingCluster algorithm using M = 51 individuals, N = 93 features, K = 5 steps and d = 13 HD (Fig. 1b) . The resulting distributions of the pairwise nHDs of the clustered populations are similar to the distribution of the observed data, in contrast to distributions of scattered populations with the same N and M (e.g., 
C. Team Structure
One potentially important influence on team learning is the team construction mechanism; i.e., deciding which agents should be in the same teams. In our ABM we compare randomly formed teams (as used in [25] ) to teams formed by the principal of homophily, in which similar agents are grouped together. We generate T teams of M T homophilous agents (where M T = M T ), using an algorithm we call P ickSimilarT eams, as follows. First we calculate all the pairwise HDs in the population. Then for each agent we calculate the mean of the HDs between the agent and its most similar M T − 1 neighbors in the population. The first team is selected to be the agent with the smallest calculated mean HD to its M T − 1 closest neighbors. We then remove the individuals that were assigned to this team from the available population and repeat the process for the remaining population until we have T teams.
A visual illustration of the P ickSimilarT eams algorithm is shown in Fig. 2b , where the P ickSimilarT eams algorithm has divided the population of M = 50 individuals shown in Fig. 2a into T = 5 teams, with M T = 10 individuals in each team. Notice that agents that are close to each other in feature space are in the same teams, hence we refer to these teams as homophilous.
D. Team Learning
We use the team learning algorithm described in [25] , with minor modifications. In each generation, every agent selects one feature that has the highest difference between the majority consensus of the teammates that have higher and lower fitnesses than the agent, such that the selected feature of the agent is different from the majority consensus feature value of the fitter teammates. The agent then flips the bit for this feature and tries this new state (calculates the fitness) in its local context and, if it is better than the previous state, it adopts the new feature value. Unlike in [25] , where the most fit member of each team does no exploration, in this study the fittest individual in each team selects the feature that has the smallest difference between the agent's feature value and the majority consensus of all other teammates' feature values, tries its complement value, and adopts it if better. Agents are not allowed to retry the same features within 5 trial steps. In [26] the authors show that, although imitating the best agent can be effective in noise free environments, in noisy environments this can lead to decreased performance. This is due to the fact that extreme success of the best agent in a noisy environment is often due to random effects (e.g., luck) rather than skill. The authors suggest that imitating the average members in a population might be a better strategy. The feature selection strategy we describe above can similarly mitigate the effects of noise, while also providing agentspecific customized recommendations for change based on where each agent's fitness lies relative to the others in its team.
E. Simulations
We assessed the impact of different team characteristics for M = 100 agents and N = 100 features by varying the following factors: (i) the initial population was generated to be either scattered or clustered (using M akeSnakingCluster algorithm with K = 10 and d = 13); (ii) teams were selected either randomly (with resulting average median pairwise nHDs within teams of size 10 of 0.49 for scattered and 0.32 for clustered initial populations) or using the P ickSimilarT eams algorithm, resulting in more homophilous teams (with average median pairwise nHDs within teams of size 10 of 0.31 for scattered and 0.16 for clustered initial populations); (iii) the number of hospitals per team was varied as M T ∈ {2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}; (iv) the complexity of the fitness landscape was varied by setting the number of random two-feature interactions to be one of 0, 495 or 2475, corresponding to 0%, 10% or 50% of all possible two-feature interactions; (v) the noise for each trial was varied by setting the number of patients in each trial to be one of 10, 20, 40 or 320. In most of the experiments the agents had full knowledge of their teammates' performance levels. However, we also tried some experiments where agents had no knowledge and simply guessed their teammates' performance levels, in order to see how important this knowledge is during the feature selection process. We generated 200 random landscapes for each specified number of two-feature interactions using Eq. (1). All experiments with a given combination of parameter settings were averaged over the performances on these 200 landscapes. Each population was allowed to search each landscape for 100 trial steps.
F. Statistical Comparisions
Pairs of experiments that differed in only one parameter were compared as follows. We integrated each fitness curve over all 100 trial steps, for each of the 200 random landscapes with the specified number of 2-feature interactions. We compared these integrated values using 2-tailed paired t-tests.
III. RESULTS
As in [25] , team search consistently outperformed random search (p < 0.01, Fig. 3 ). When averaged over 200 random landscapes, the performance of individual random searchers was statistically indistinguishable whether started from initially scattered or initially clustered populations, so we only show one of these curves in Fig. 3 . This finding also indicates that there is no inherent fitness advantage conferred by either of these two types of population initializations. In addition, homophilous teams (Fig. 3, black lines) significantly outperformed random teams (Fig. 3, red lines) , both for scattered initial populations (Fig. 3, dashed lines) and clustered initial populations (Fig. 3 , solid lines)(p < 0.01). Our results show that agents are more effectively learning from teammates that have similar local contexts, and homophilous teams perform increasingly better than random teams as the complexity of the landscape increases (compare Fig. 3a,b,c) . As expected, when noise in the fitness function increases due to smaller numbers of patients, learning becomes more difficult (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, the advantage of homophilous teams over random teams becomes increasingly pronounced as the noise level increases, both for scattered and clustered initial populations (Fig.4) . Other important influences on team learning are the team size and the accuracy with which agents can judge each others' performance levels. To investigate these influences, we performed two sets of experiments with clustered populations, in which we varied the sizes of the teams. In the first case, the agents had perfect knowledge of their teammates' fitnesses (as in most of the other simulations in this study). In the second case, agents had no information about the performance levels of their teammates, and therefore made random assumptions about their fitnesses. These two cases capture two extreme learning environments (completely secretive or completely open agents), and thus bracket the potential range of learning environments (in reality, learning environments are typically somewhere in between these two extremes). In both cases, the performance of agents increased as the number of individuals in the teams increased in these clustered populations (Fig.  5) . However, when agents had no knowledge about their teammates' performance levels, they never performed much better (and for small teams actually performed worse) than individual random search (the latter shown by the horizontal line in Fig. 5 ). On the other hand, in the experiments where agents had full knowledge about each others' performance levels, agents performed much better than random searchers, except for very small team sizes (Fig. 5) . Note that, in these simulations a single large team of clustered agents with perfect knowledge performed the best (Fig. 5) . In the next section we discuss some implications of these results.
IV. DISCUSSION
Team learning has an important role in knowledge diffusion; we found that individuals in teams always had higher individual performance than those searching individually, as long as teams were not too small and agents were able to accurately access each others' performance levels. There is much interest in ascertaining how to best promote quality improvement through team learning [1] - [8] . In this work we have used an ABM to examine the sensitivity of quality improvement at individual simulated hospitals to different team collaboration scenarios, to try to gain insight into which factors can improve team learning. We found that teams that are formed with individuals that have more similar contexts (treatments and clinical practices) performed consistently better than randomly formed (and hence more diverse) teams, across a wide range of landscape complexity and noise levels in trial results. The consistent nature of this finding suggests that homophilous teams may be beneficial in real world collaborative learning environments, like QICs, where the emphasis is on knowledge diffusion (rather than knowledge creation). Typically, in QICs hospitals self-organize into teams without much direction from facilitators. Our results suggest that if organizations like the Vermont Oxford Network encourage teaming of similar hospitals, the hospitals might exhibit higher rates of performance improvement. Our examination of one data set of 51 real hospitals showed that they exhibited significant clustering on a fitness landscape of 93 clinical practices. This supports the argument that hospitals are more likely to be clustered than scattered on the real clinical fitness landscape, as suggested in [25] . Our simulations using agents that were clustered in a similar way showed that these populations of individuals always performed better than randomly scattered agents. While one cannot control the distribution of actual hospitals who elect to participate in QICs, this finding suggests that clustered initial populations could potentially improve performance in evolutionary algorithms trying to optimize complex fitness functions.
Privacy of information can hinder knowledge diffusion. For example, in the healthcare domain, detailed data of patient practices and outcomes is collected and maintained securely by organizations such as the Vermont Oxford Network, but this information is not shared publicly. In our simulations, when hospitals had no information about their teammates' performance levels, they were not able to learn effectively from teammates and agents did just as well or better using random search. On the other hand, performance gains were high when they had access to perfect information about teammates.
Another interesting factor that affected individual learning was the number of individuals in a team. Our results showed that, in clustered populations where all agents were already relatively homogenous, larger teams performed better, since more information was available to learn from.
These results suggest that, in an ideal world, one would have similar hospitals collaborate as one large team and have open access to all data about each other, in order to derive optimal benefits from the collaboration. However in the real world, the maximum number of individuals in QIC teams is limited both by organizational costs related to team assembly into a collaborative environment (whether real or virtual) and by the number of individuals that can effectively work together in that environment, and real hospitals have significant privacy concerns regarding sharing detailed data on practices and outcomes.
Thus, our inferred optimal learning strategy is in conflict with the realities of team learning in QICs, both in terms of realistic team sizes and data privacy concerns. To mitigate these conflicts, we propose a new virtual collaboration framework that would allow hospitals to efficiently identify potentially better practices in use at other institutions similar to theirs without any hospitals having to sacrifice the privacy of their own institutional data. The system would compare the practices and other characteristics of a hospital to those in the knowledge base to identify similar institutions, and compare outcomes to identify which of those are better or worse performers. The system would then make intelligent customized recommendations to each hospital using an algorithm similar to the feature selection algorithm described in Section II.D. Hospitals would be required to share detailed information on their practices and outcomes to be able to use the system, but would be incentivized to do so by being able to benefit from the collective knowledge. In fact, many healthcare organizations are already providing similar confidential data to organizations like the Vermont Oxford Network for internal analysis, so extending this with a recommendation system would not be onerous. This framework would not require any kind of contact between the members (online or in person). Hence it would minimize time and other costs associated with the collaborative learning.
Our findings may also prove useful in other application domains, such as in collaborations designed to share best practices within franchises of a business, each with slightly different local contexts. In addition, with the growing availability of genomic data and electronic medical records, there has been increasing interest in the potential for personalized medicine [27] - [29] . It is conceivable that large databases of human DNA sequences and other relevant patient-specific attributes, health conditions, treatments, and outcomes, could be queried using an approach similar to that proposed here for virtual QICs, to suggest promising personalized treatments.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Healthcare institutions are increasingly participating in quality improvement collaboratives (QICs). In these collaborations multi-institutional teams share information to identify potentially better practices that might improve patient outcomes. Different selected practices are subsequently evaluated in the local contexts of these institutions. In this paper we modeled this collaborative learning approach using an agent-based model to study how different team characteristics affect quality improvement of agents (hospitals). We analyzed the practices of a group of real hospitals that participated in QICs and found that these hospitals are clustered in feature space. Hence, we introduced a new method for generating synthetic agents that are similarly clustered. We also introduced a new method for selecting teams of homophilous agents.
Our simulations show that, in this type of learning environments, (a) more homophilous teams show an advantage over more diverse teams, (b) this advantage increases with the complexity of the fitness landscape, (c) the advantage also increases with the noise level of the fitness evaluation, and (d) larger teams generally perform better.
Based on these results, we propose a new virtual collaboration framework that could allow hospitals to efficiently improve quality by learning from a secure and confidential knowledge base using an intelligent recommendation system to select which features to test next in their own institutions. Such a system would not require the time and resources necessary for direct collaborations, and participating hospitals would not have to publicly divulge potentially sensitive information regarding their own level of performance.
While this work was specifically motivated to inform quality improvement in healthcare institutions, our results may also have bearing on other types of learning environments where the aim is the diffusion of contextually relevant knowledge in complex environments.
